Jane's Bookmark

(Named for Jane Eborall and Jane McLellan)

Jane McLellan  http://janemactats.blogspot.com/

Note, The pattern for this bookmark first appeared on Jane Eborall’s blog, http://janeeborall.blogspot.com/ It has proved to be very popular. It is an adaption and modernisation of a braid pattern from Anna Burda magazine, May 1984.

Materials needed

Thread wound continuously on two shuttles. I used size 10 thread.

Abbreviations

R ring; SR split ring; + join; - picot; Sh1 shuttle 1; Sh2 shuttle 2

R1: 12
R2: With Sh1, 10-2-2-5-5, Turn work over
R3: With Sh2, 10-2-2-5-5
SR4: 6/6
R5: With Sh1, 4+(R 2) 2-2-4
R6: With Sh2 4+ (R3) 2-2-4
SR7: 6/6
R8: With Sh1, 5+(R5)5-2-2-5-5
R9: With Sh2, 5+(R6)5-2-2-5-5

Repeat Rings 4 to 9 for desired length. Finish with a ring of 12, tie, cut and hide ends. Add tassel or tail if desired.